Dears,

It gives me immense pleasure to have the honor of welcoming you on behalf of Egyptian Neurosurgeons to the 40th annual meeting of the Egyptian Society of Neurological Surgeons “ESNS”. This annual meeting is of particular importance as we are celebrating in it the Golden Jubilee of the ESNS that was established fifty years ago, in 1967 with a handful of pioneer neurosurgeons and now is proud to have over 600 active members in addition to another 400 affiliate members in training.

For such a memorable event, we will also be simultaneously hosting the 11th annual meeting of the Pan Arab Neurosurgical Society “PANS” and our meeting will be in collaboration with the Continental Association of African Neurosurgical Societies “CAANS” and the Middle East Spine Society “MESS”. This will insure that we will have participants from all the Arab, Africa and Middle Eastern countries in addition to our friends from all over the world.

I am sure the scientific content will cater to all interests in the vastly expanding domain of Neurosurgery.

The board members of the ESNS, members of the Society and myself are eager to see you all in our meeting from 21 to 24 March 2017.

Your participation will be of utmost importance for the success of this event where we believe that more than 600 participants from different Egyptian universities, institutes and centers specialized in above fields will get acquainted with your products. Your participation is possible in any of the following:

A- Registration fees:
- Before 28 February 2017, Egyptian 100 US$ Non-Egyptian 200 US$
- After 28 February 2017, Egyptian 150 US$ Non-Egyptian 250 US$
(Registration fees include Conference Kit- Coffee Break- Lunch)

B- Accommodation:
- Single room per night, Egyptian 1300 LE Non-Egyptian 120 US$
- Double room per night, Egyptian 1500 LE Non-Egyptian 140 US$
(Including Accommodation per room per night based on bed and breakfast)

C- Conference Bags & Kits:
500 bags for the participants of the conference, including Block notes and pens. Leather bags hold the name of your company appearing as a major sponsor.
Approx. Budget 40,000.00 L.E

D- Exhibition Area:
Stand in the Exhibition area 2x3m (50,000.00 L.E)
E- Symposium or workshop (50,000.00 L.E)
Sponsoring a Satellite Symposium or workshop in the conference

F- Conference printing materials includes:
First Announcement, Conference ID, ID Lanyards with company logo, Abstract CD, Conference Certificates.
(Lanyards to be delivered to organizing office 30 days before conference)
(Total 50,000.00 L.E)
(Including Advertisement for all conference printing materials)

G- Lunch & Coffee break (80,000.00 L.E)
Sponsoring lunch & coffee break for 1 day

13% VAT to be add to all above rates

We are looking forward to your valuable participation in this important unique event. For any further information, kindly contact Conference secretariat:

AL MANAR Conference Center (A division of Manar Travel)
Mr. Alaa Ragheb – Mr. Tarek Shaarawy
Mobile: 01001603116 / 01066674646
Phone: 23590 999 / 23585 385 / 23594 110
Fax: 23780 458
Email: alaa.ragheb@arabafricanegypt.com / tarek@manartravel.net

Best Regards

ESNS & Meeting President
Prof. Dr. Mostafa Kotb

ESNS & Meeting General Secretary
Prof. Dr. Ali Kotb